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Brain Box
Design Statement
Since I need to create a magazine that would
appeal to a young student/new career audience
of individuals and families that reside in the
Algoma region, the magazine needs to have
a fresh, clean, modern appearance. I need to
think of a name of the magazine that will not
only appeal to that audience, but also can
describe to the viewer what topic the magazine
features.
Rationale
Knowing that I needed to appeal to a younger
audience I chose the name Brainbox for the
title of the magazine. I felt that it was catchy
with the use of alliteration, and could feature
a variety of topics. I wanted the magazine to
feature local art in the Algoma region. I felt that
this topic would appeal to the students and
industry that have interests in art and design in
Northern Communities.
I wanted the header to use a smaller amount of
space; therefore it is housed in a grey rectangle
to the left side of the cover. I wanted to
reiterate the box shape in the header by placing
the words brain box justified on top of each

other. Brain uses a handwritten font, while Box
is a thick square type that sits as a base for the
lighter brain type. Because I wanted the topic
to revolve around ideas I placed 3 tiny thought
bubbles below the type.
Since I didn’t want to jumble the cover with too
much text and topics, I kept the layout similar
to the inside using one illustrated image and a
title from the main article.
Overall I wanted this magazine to use a lot
of white space and have a classic but modern
feel. With this in mind I used Garamond as the
main font within the articles and Gill Sans for
Subtitles within the articles in a medium grey.
By using a lot of white space around the images
and type I made the artwork the main focus.
I reinforced this by adding drop caps, which
complimented the colours within the images. I
placed a small Brain Box header at the top of all
the right pages and a small duplicate title from
the article that is being viewed at the top left
corner, to keep each page consistent and easy
to follow.
My ephemera is a 4 x 6 subscription card. It
stays consistent with the rest of the Magazine
by using the same type, white space and
imagery as the cover.
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